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Abstract 
We present a numerical method for solving an exterior Dirichlet problem in the plane. The technique consists in 
coupling boundary integral and mixed finite element methods. An artificial boundary is introduced separating an interior 
region from an exterior one. From an integral representation of the solution in the exterior domain we deduce two 
integral equations which relate the solution and its normal derivative over the artificial boundary. These integral 
equations are incorporated into the so-called mixed formulation of the problem in the interior region and a finite element 
method is used to approximate the resulting variational problem. 
Keywords: Exterior boundary value problem; Mixed variational formulation; Raviart-Thomas mixed finite elements; 
Boundary element methods 
1. Introduction 
The most used procedure in coupling boundary element and finite element methods is described 
as follows. First, one divides the domain into two subregions, a bounded inner and an unbounded 
outer region by introducing an auxiliary common boundary. Next, the problem is reduced to an 
equivalent one in the bounded region. There are many ways to accomplish this reduction; see I-9, 
13, 7, 15, 14]. In 1-5, 15], which seem to be the first papers to give the theoretical justification of 
a coupling procedure of this type, the approach is based on an integral representation of the 
solution in the unbounded region from Green's theorem. The method we use in this work basically 
follows I-7, 13]. Both approaches are based on the addition of a boundary integral equation for the 
normal derivative. We show that this method is also appropriate for coupling BEM and mixed FEM. 
In the first section we use the so-called mixed formulation (see I-17, 4]) in the interior region and 
then incorporate two integral equations in this formulation by means of interface conditions which 
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define the coupling of the interior and exterior problems. In Section 2, we show that the resulting 
variational formulation is well posed. It is studied using the abstract framework of [1]. In Section 3 
we use the Raviart-Thomas elements for the flux variable, see 1-17]. We show that the resulting 
discrete problem has a unique solution and derive error estimates and convergence r sults. 
Throughout his paper C will denote a generic positive constant, and we use boldface small 
letters to denote vector-valued functions. We will also use the following notation. Let A denote 
a Lipschitz domain in EE or the boundary of a Lipschitz domain in E2. For any real number s, we 
consider the classical hilbertian Sobolev space HS(A), provided with the usual norm I1" IIs,~, the 
corresponding semi-norm will be denoted by I" Is, A. For any real numbers  >1 0 HS(A)/E stands for 
the quotient space whose elements are the functions in H~(A) defined up to an additive constant. 
This space endowed by the norm II u lIH~(A)/R = infc~ II u +cl Is ,  A is a Hilbert space. 
2. The model problem and its variational formulation 
Let O be a simply connected bounded omain in R 2 with a Lipschitz boundary F, and denote f2 ¢ 
as the complement of O w F in E2. We consider the following exterior Dirichlet problem: 
-Au=f  in O ¢ 
u = 0 on F, (1) 
subject o the asymptotic behavior conditions 
u(x) = ~ -4- O(1/Ixl), Ixl ~ c~, 
(2) 
gradu(x) = O(1/Ixl2), Ixl ~ o0, 
where f i s  a function in L2(O ¢) with a bounded support and ~ is a constant. 
Let now F2 be a curve dividing O ¢ into an unbounded part O2 and a bounded part O1 containing 
the support o f f  Then (1) can alternatively be formulated as follows: 
f 
-- AUl =f  in ~'~1, 
-- Au2 = 0 in 02, 
Ul = 0 on F, 
Ul = 1/2 on  /"2,  
OUl/OY = OU2/~Y on /"2, 
(3) 
where/"2 = ~2,  Ul = UII21, /-g2 = UIQ 2, and ~v/c3v denotes the derivative of v with respect o the 
normal vector v pointing from 01 into 02. 
The flux variable 
p = gradul in O1 (4) 
is of interest in many physical problems. It will be introduced here in order to be approximated 
directly. We introduce the space H(div, f21) of functions q in (LZ(g21))2 such that div q (in the sense 
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of distributions) is a function of L2(I21). This space provided with the norm 
2 2 2 
[Iq[lmdiV,~l) = Ilqll0,o, + Ildivqll0,ot 
is a Hilbert space. Furthermore, we have the following trace result, cf. 1-17]. 
Lemma 2.1. The mapping q -o q . v [ r 2 defined apriori from (H i (O1))2 into L 2 (F2) can be extended to 
a continuous linear mapping from H(div, f2i) onto H-1/2(F2). 
If we denote the duality pairing on H-  a/2(F2) x HI/2(F2) by the bracket ( .,- ), it follows that 
W = {qeH(div, t21); (q.v, 1> = 0} 
is a closed subspace of H(div, O1). 
We multiply (4) by a function q • W and apply the divergence theorem in f21 to yield 
f p.qdx+f uldivqdx-frU~q.vds=O Vq•W. (5) 
l 1 2 
Using (4), the first equation in (3) is 
divp = - f ,  
or equivalently 
fadivpvdx=-fofvdx V V E L2(~c~I). (6) 
1 1 
For the problem in I22, we apply Green's identity to u2 and E(x, y) = ( - 1/2rt)loglx - y[, the 
fundamental solution for the bidimensional Laplacian. Taking advantage of the asymptotic 
behavior (2), we compute 
fr  t3E(x' Y)u2(y) dsr ~v(y) tJ,,y!~U2 UE(X) = - E(x ,y )~ds  r + c Vxef22, (7) 
2 
where c is an arbitrary constant. 
In view of the jump conditions of the layer potentials, we arrive at the following integral 
equations on F2 (see [8]): 
U 2 = (½id + K)u  2 -- V t~u2 0v + c (8) 
and 
~U2 n 
3v Du2 + (½id - K') , (9) 
116 
where the operators V, K, K' and D are formally defined by 
(V~)(x) = E(x,y)¢(y)dsy, (K~)(x) = ~3v(yf)~(y)dsr, 
2 2 
(/<'~)(x)= ~ av(x----i- -av(x----) ~ av(y) 
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- -  ~(y) dsr. 
They are denominated the boundary integral of the simple, double, adjoint of the double and 
hypersingular layer potentials, respectively. 
We will give a brief account of some fundamental tools used in the following. They concern the 
action of the boundary integral operators defined above on Sobolev spaces. Let us first introduce 
the closed subspace of H-1/2(/"2) given by 
Hol/2(r2) = {~eH-1/2(r2),  C ,  1) = 0}. 
The following lemma is proved in [-8, 10]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F2 be a Lipschitz boundary. The operators 
V:H-I/Z(F2) --, H,2(r2), K:H~/2(F2) ~ H'/2(r2), 
K':H-a/e(Fz) --, H-1/Z(F2), D:HI/2(F2) --, H-1/Z(F2) 
are continuous. Furthermore, the operator V is Ho'/Z(F2)-elliptic in the sense that there exists 
a positive constant ~ such that 
(V~,~)  >~111~112_1/2 r2 V~eHo*(V2), 
and the operator D is H~/2(F2)/~-elliptic, .e., there exists ~2 > 0 such that 
2 (D~,l~) >>- O~211].tllH*a(r2)/U VflEHa/2(F2)/~. 
In order to write the global variational formulation of (3) we substitute (8) in (5) using the 
function g to denote the common value of Ul and u2 on F2; we obtain 
fap .qdx+(Vp.v ,q .v )+ fa u ld ivqdx- ( (½id+K)y+c,q .v )=O VqeW.  (10) 
1 I 
We multiply formally Eq. (9) by a test function [dEH1/2(F2)/~ and integrate over F2, to obtain 
- (Dg, I1) - ((½id + K')p.v, I~) = 0 VI.t~H1/2(F2)/~. (11) 
We observe that the asymptotic behavior of (2) together with Eq. (7) imply that 
fr &' fr ~u2 2-~v ds= 2-~- v ds=O, 
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since otherwise U2(X ) would behave like c log Ix I, c ~ 0 as I x l~  ~.  We deduce that the vectorial 
unknown p belongs to the Hilbert space W. 
On the other hand, 
fr dE(x' ds r = Y) 0x, ~v(y) 
where 0x is the solid angle sustained by the curve if2 at the point x. From this fact, we deduce that 
Eqs. (10) and (11) are independent of the elements g and 12 chosen to represent the classes of 
equivalency ~and/ i  in H1/2(-F2)/[~. 
Eqs. (10), (11) and (6) lead to the weak formulation 
find peW,  geH1/2(Fa)/R, t/l~L2(~"~l); 
1 1 
-- ((½id + K')p.v, 12) - (D0,12) = 0 V12eH~/2(Fz)/R, 




3. Existence and uniqueness 
Let us denote by Q = W x (H1/2(F2)/~). We introduce the continuous bilinear form a(.,.) on 
Q x Q defined by 
= I_ p.qdx + (Vp.v,q.v) + (Og, 12) a((p, g), (q, 12)) 
1 
-- ((½id + K)g, q.v) + ((½id + K')p.v, 12) 
and the continuous bilinear form b(.,.) on Q x L2(01)  
b((q, 12), v) = 6_ 
t~ 
div qv dx. 
d~2 1 
Consider the closed subspace of W given by 
V = {qeW; divq = 0 in f21}. 
It is easy to show that Qo = V x (H1/2(F2)/~) is the kernel of the continuous linear mapping 
B:Q --, L2(Q1) 
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with 
fo B(q, #)vdx = b((q, #), v) V(q, #)eQ, VveL2(g-21). 1 
In terms of this notation, problem (12) reduces to 
find (p,g)eQ, uxeL2(f21); 
a( (p, g), (q, #) ) + b( (q, #), ul ) = 0 V(q,p)6Q, (13) 
b((p,g), v) = - j~l fvdx VveL2((21). 
This variational problem is of the Brezzi-type saddle point problem, see [1]. The conditions for 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution for this type of problems are reminded in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the following hypotheses hold: 
(i) There exists a constant ct > 0 such that 
a((q, #), (q, #)) ~> all(q, #)113 V(q, #)eQo. 
(ii) There exists a constant fl > 0 such that 
b ((q, #), v) 
/> flllvllo,, , '7'veL2(Q1) • sup 
II(q, #) l ie  
Then problem (13) has a unique solution. 
Condition (i) is straightforward to verify. We have 
2 a((q, #), (q, #))= [[q][0,a, + (Vq.v,  q .v)  + (D#, #) 
-- ((½id + K)#, q. v) + ((½id + K')q. v, #), 
and since K and K' are adjoint operators 
2 a((q, #), (q, #)) = Ilqll0,o, + (Vq.v,  q .v)  + (O#, #). 
2 Now, by Lemma 2.2 and the fact that Ilqllo, o, is the norm induced by W on V 
a((q, #), (q, #)) >>- all(q, #)118 V(q, #)eQo, 
with ~ = rain(l, ~2). 
It remains to show that the inf-sup condition (ii) is satisfied. 
Lemma 3.2. For any fixed element v~ L2(~l), there exists a pair (qv, #~)e Q such that 
b((q~, #~), v) 2 = IIv[Io, , (14) 
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and 
II(q~, ~)11~ < CIIvll0,~,, 
for some positive constant C. 
Once the lemma is proved one can deduce condition (ii) as follows: 
sup b((q,#),v) b((q~,Itv),v) Ilvl102,~, ~ 1 
(q, lO~Q II(q,~)llQ ~ II(qv,~z~)llo --II(q~,~zv)llQ ~llvll0,ol. 
(15) 
and 
S C vext dx 
v* = v ext lo(x), 
mes(f2) 
where le(x) is the indicator function of the domain f2. Note that v* e L2(C), Ie v*dx = 0 and 
v' l  a, = v. Furthermore, it is easy to show that 
II v* 1102 e,<~ mes(C________j)II v 1102e,. 
mes(f2) 
We introduce the following auxiliary problem posed on (9: 
-Am=-v*  in C, 
(16) 
t?e)/t?v = 0 on if2. 
This Neumann problem has a unique solution a~ in HI(C)/R. We take 
q~ = (grad co) l~, , 
and since the bilinear form b(. , .)  is independent of/z, we can choose 
#v = O. 
Observe that 
div q~ = (Ao))Io , = v* Io, = v 
0t~ I = 0. 
qv'vlr~ =-~v r~ 
Then qv belong to W and 
2 b((qv,/~), v) = Ilvllo,~l. 
Proof of  Lemma 3.2. We denote by (9 the open domain 121wFwI2. Let v be a fixed element in 
L2(Q1), we denote v ext the extension of v to (_9 by 0. We consider now the function 
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It remains to prove inequality (15). The weak formulation of (16) provides 
Io~h~ = -~ v*todx < IIv*llo,~ IIcollo,~ 
36 
IIv*llo, cIl~olh,e ~ CIIv*llo,~l~h,~, 
since the norms 
~o ~ IIcolh, c 
and 
~o ~ I~1~,~ 
are equivalent on H~(¢)/~. It follows that 
I1'/~11o,~,  I~oh,~¢ ~ CIIv*llo, e, 4 CIIvllo,~,. [] 
4. The discrete problem 
We only consider the case where ~1 has polygonal boundaries. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the artificial boundary F2 is chosen in such a way that (~ is a convex domain. We 
denote by Th a quasi-uniform triangulation of ~1 by triangles T of diameter no greater than h > 0. 
For each nonnegative integer k, denote by pk(T) the space of polynomial functions of degree 4 k 
on T. We associate with each element T E ~h the Raviart-Thomas space 1-17] of index k defined by 
RTk(T) = (pk(T))2 + xpk(T), 
where x = (x, y) is the space variable and 
xpR(T ) = { (xp, yp), p ~ nk (r)  }. 
Now, we introduce the space 
RTk- l('Ch) = {q~(L2(Ql ) )2 ;  qIcE RTk(T)  V T E Zh}, 
and the finite-dimensional subspace of H(div, f2~) 
gT~( ,h )  = RT  ~- l(Zh)C~H(div, f2~). 
We will seek an approximation Ph of the flux p in 
W h = RTk(zh)nW. 
The corresponding space for the scalar variable u is 
M~l(Zh) = {v~L2(g21); vi¢~pk(T) V T~Zh}. 
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Let us denote by S,h the triangulation i duced by Zh on F2 and 
M~(Zh) = {#e C°(F2); #leepk(e) VeeSh}.  
We are now in a position to write the discrete problem associated to (13): 
find (ph, gh)eO h, UheMk-l('Ch); 
a((ph, gh), (q, #)) +:,b((q, #), Uh) = 0 V(q, iz)eQ h, 
b((ph, gh), v) = -- .--Jofvdx VveMk-l(%),  
where Qh = W h x (M~o(Sh)/l~). 
(17) 
Remark 4.1. We have chosen the Raviart-Thomas space for the flux variable but one can also use 
the Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin-Marini (BDFM) spaces (cf. [2]) or the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini 
(BDM) spaces (cf. [-3]). 
The analysis of the discrete problem (17) is carried as an application of the theoretical results of 
the abstract framework developed by Brezzi in [1]. We will first recall the main results concerning 
sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution as well as error 
bounds. 
Let 
V h = {qeWh; divq = 0 in O1} 
and 
Qh o = V h × (Mko(Zh)/~). 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the following hypothesis hold: 
(ih) There exists a constant ct* > 0 independent of h such that 
a((q, #), (q,/t)) >i a* I[ (q, #)I1~ V(q, #) e O h. 
(iih) There exists a constant fl* > 0 independent of h such that 
b ((q, #), v) 
>//~* Ilvll0,o, VVE Mk l(Zh) • sup 
(q, lt)~Q II(q, ~)11~ 
Then problem (17) has a unique solution ((Ph, gh), Uh) and there exists a constant C independent of 
h such that 
II(p, g) - (p~, gh)ll~ + Ilu, -- u~llo,~, < C{  inf II(P, g) -- (q, ~)11~ + inf Ilul - vllo, o,}. 
(q,p)~Oh v~Mk_l(rh) 
(18) 
Since Q~ is a subspace of Qo, condition (ih) follows directly from (i). We will show that the discrete 
inf-sup condition (iih) is a consequence of the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.3. There exists a continuous linear mapping 
I~: ( (H l (~ l ) )2nW)  x H~/2(F2)/R --. Qh 
such that for any v ~ M k_ 1 (Zh) 
b(I~(q, 12),v) = b((q, 12), v) V(q, 12)e((HX(~))2t",W) x H'/:(I%)/~. (19) 
Proof. We introduce the equilibrium interpolation operator (cf. [17]) 
ghk:(Hl(f2a)) z ~ RTko(rh). 
This operator satisfies the commuting diagram property (cf. [17]) 
div(#~q) = Prk(divq) Vqe(HX(f2~)) 2, (20) 
where Prk is the orthogonal projection in L2(f21) onto the subspace M k_ l(Zh)- We define I~ by 
ik(q, 12 ) --_ (~kq, O) V(q, 12)e((n1(f2t))ZnW) ×H1/Z(Fz)/~. 
Using (20) we have 
fo div(¢~q)vdx= fa Prk(divq)vdx= fo d ivqvdx  VveMk_I(Zh), 
1 1 1 
which proves equality (19). For the continuity of I~ we argue as follows. 
For all k >~ 1, the operator g~ satisfies the following error estimate (cf. [17, 4]): 
IIq - #~qll0,ax ~< Chlqh,~, Vqe(Hl(f21)) 2. (21) 
From (21) and the triangular inequality we deduce that 
8 k II hqll0,a, ~< CIIqlh,a, Vqe(nl(~21)) 2.
On the other hand, by (20) 
II div(gkq)lion, = II Prk(div q)IIo,~1 ~< II div q llom~ 
and 
[ ]  
Ildivqll0,o~ ~< Clq l l ,o ,  Vqe(Hl(~21)) 2.
We conclude that there exists a constant C > 0 independent of h such that 
2 xl/2 Ilia(q, 12)11(~ < C(llqlh2,ol + 1112 m~(r~)/~j V(q, 12)e((Hl(f21))2~W)×H1/Z(F2)/[~. 
Lemma 4.4. The following inf-sup condition is satisfied, 
b ((q, 12), v) 
sup ,,, 2 2 a/2 >I/~2 II v II0ml 
(q,,)e(Hl(al))2 x n'2(rj/~ t ll q l[1,01-q- II1211W'~Ir2)/R) 
v~eL~(nl). (22) 
Proof. Since (9 is convex and v* e L2((9), classical regularity results (cf. [12]) show that the solution 
of the auxiliary problem (16) belongs to H2((9)/~. Furthermore, we have the estimate 
II o~ 11/~2(~m ~ C II v* II0,~ • (23) 
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It follows that qv ~ (H 1 (f21)) 2 and the a priori estimate (23) provides directly 
IIq~,lll,a, ~< CIIvll0,~,. 
Taking again/xt, = 0 and using the same arguments of Section 3 we deduce (22). [] 
Using the properties of I k and (22), it is easy to prove (iih): 
b((q, p), v) b(I~(q, p), v) 
sup >i sup 
(q,#)eQ h I I (q, /x) l le (q,p)e(Hi(121))2xHl"z(Fz)l~ II Ik(q, .)lie 
~> (l/C) sup b((q, p), v) fl, 
(q,#1~(Ui(Qi))~×Hln(r2)l~( q ~Q, + Ila > Ilvllo, ,, , H 12(F2),1~# 
123 
with fl* = fl2/C. 
From (18) and classical finite element estimates of the error of interpolation (cf. [6, 11, 4]) it is 
straightforward to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.5. There exists a constant C independent ofh such that if the solution ((p, g), ul) of(13) is 
such that (p, g)E(Hk(f21)) 2 X H1/E+k(F2)/E, ul ~ Hk(£21) and divp~ Hk(O1) and/f((Ph, gh), Uh) is the 
solution of(17), then we have the error estimate 
2 ~2 ~1/2 
(lip --Phllnldiv, O,) +[[g -- gh W~21r2)l~) + I lua - uhll0,~, 
chk(lPlk, a, + Idivplk, a, + [gh/2+k, r2 + lUl [k,O,). 
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